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NCVA/VISE Statistics Publisher Portal 
This guide is your quick introduction to Statistical eXplorer Storytelling  and the 

Statistics Publisher Portal: 

https://mitweb.itn.liu.se/geovis/portal/#login (use guest login: email: 

visenorrkoping@gmail.com and password: vise2016 .  

This will help you to create your interactive visualization widget (Vislet) to be 

placed on your web page. The process of creating a Vislet with a Story on a 

website: 

 Create the Story with Statistics eXplorer http://ncva.itn.liu.se/explorer?l=en 

 Use Statistics Publisher to generate HTML code 

 Add the generated HTML code to your website 

 

An illustration of the workflow of creating your own Vislet on a webpage. To the 

left is the part that is handled by Statistics eXplorer. The result from this part is a 

Story file in XML, the middle is the part handled by Statistics Publisher that 

generates the Vislet HTML code. To the right is the final result - your Vislet 

published on your webpage. 

 Our concept “Why-Where-What-When” is a central ingredient of our eXplorer 

Storytelling framework.  

https://mitweb.itn.liu.se/geovis/portal/%23login
visenorrkoping@gmail.com%20
http://ncva.itn.liu.se/explorer?l=en
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Create a Story in Statistics eXplorer 
The first step to creating your Story and your final embedded Vislet on your 

homepage is to edit a Story in your selected Statistics eXplorer (World, Europe, 

Sweden or Mdim) http://ncva.itn.liu.se/explorer?l=en 

 

The Statistical eXplorer Storytelling mechanism is applied to: 

1) import statistical data;2) explore and make discoveries through trends and 

patterns, derive insight and discovery of the unexpected 3) orchestrate snapshots 

and describe metadata that is the foundation for 4) creating a story that can be 5) 

shared with colleagues and reach consensus and trust and 6) finally publishes 

(html) “tell-a-story” using a “Vislet” that is embedded into blogs or web pages 

providing interactive learning experience. 

Create a Story  

A Story in our context of Statistics eXplorer is a way of communicating gained 

insight by saving story text together with interesting views "snapshots" 

visualization.  A Story is based on a selected dataset together with associate 

describing metatext. To create a Story you first need to choose the eXplorer 

(World, Europe, Sverige, Mdim) application and the associate statistical dataset to 

visualize.  Import your selected statistical data and start to explore and analyse 

with any of our many eXplorer visualization methods (see figure below). 

 

http://ncva.itn.liu.se/explorer?l=en
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Click on the "Create" button at the bottom of the Story Panel. Write your name 

and give the story a name. 

 

 

 

 The First two Story Panels. Select "Standard" and 

note "Share data between snapshots". Write a 

Story Title and your name- the click "Next" and 

the Story Editor opens: 

 

When you initiate your story - your first Snapshot is automatically created based 

on the present statistics and views.  

 

Figure. The right Panel "Content Browser" with its list of pre-loaded Stories The Story 
editor (left) opens when you click on "Create".  

Add Snapshots 

When you "create" a Story, this will automatically initiate the first snapshot. A 

snapshot is a saved state that includes specified viewports, filtering, colour 

mapping, highlighted region(s) etc. This can be used to show different angles of 

the same chapter. This is useful for example to make comparisons or to gain the 

readers trust. In figure above, the “New Snapshot” button is shown which creates 

additional snapshots for your Story. These snapshots can then be created within 

the metatext by linking a word in the “Chapter text” textbox (figure 3). 

Add additional Chapters 

You also have the possibility to add additional chapters if you want. The reason to 

create of new chapters can though often be replaced by the creation of new 

Snapshots or a new Story. 
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Save the Story file 

When you are satisfied with the Story, i.e. visualizations, data, chapters, storytext, 

snapshots and metadata - you click on OK and the Story will now show up on the 

right Content Browser panel in "Local Stories". Before you Exit eXplorer you must 

"Save" your Story file as an XML file on your computer.  

With the Story file created in Statistics eXplorer you now have all that’s needed to 

create a Storytelling Vislet on your homepage. These next chapters will explain 

and help you understand the functions of Statistics Publisher. 
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Create the Vislet HTML code in Statistics Publisher Portal 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can now upload your story XML file into the Geovis Story and Publisher 

Portal at: https://mitweb.itn.liu.se/geovis/portal/#login.  

Remember to add a Story Title and Description text (you can always borrow text 

from Story).  

 

 

Create the Vislet 

Choose the file 

The first step to produce a Vislet in Statistics Publisher is to link to the created 

Story file. This interface is shown in the figure below. 

https://mitweb.itn.liu.se/geovis/portal/%23login
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The Choose file interface in Statistics Publisher 

If the file is stored locally you can choose “Local Story file” and choose the file 

through the appearing file dialog. If you have it online you can choose “Online 

Story file” and type in the URL for the file. When a compatible file has been 

chosen you will be directed to a page with Statistics Publisher options. 

 

Select "Publish" when you have a Story to be published. You will now enter the 

actual Publisher..... 
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Set up the Statistics Publisher options 

You first select the "Layout" - number of views and location. You can still make a 

decision about your preferred visual representation or any combination of map, 

scatter plot, bar chart, time graph or table lens. For example, you show time 

series data for the countries only in a Time Histogram.  

 

The Statistical Publisher interface  the user has selected three views Map, Scatter Plot and Bar 
Chart. Note that Flash IS NOT AVAILABLE! 

Click on the arrow to get the next and final menu Vislet Display Settings: 
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Vislet Display Settings 

This is where you can set the attributes of the final Vislet in the HTML. For 

example, The size numbers (Height and Width) can be either in pixels or in 

percentage. 

 

Show Story Title and/or Storytext 

These checkboxs controls if the Story text should be on or off. The Story text in 

this context is all the text and hypertext that are associated with the Story. When 

the story text is included in your Vislet you will have access to the snapshots 

integrated with this text e.g. “This is a story text with snapshots – when you click 

on Sweden this country will be highlighted in all views.  

Click on the "right" arrow and you will now get a preview of your Vislet. The 

preview will be in a separate view and you can easily return to the "Vislet Display 

Settings" panel and change the attributes. 
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Alternatively, if you prefer a Vislet without this embedded story text then you can 

refer to your Snapshots through the numbered small boxes in the left corner 

shown in the figure above. 

Show Color Legend  

This controls if the Color Legend should be shown in the Vislet. 

Preview Button 

This button will bring you to a preview version of the final Vislet.  
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Copy the HTML snippet 
Now you have finished your customization of your Vislet and the only remaining 

step is to publish it on your site. That is done by simply copying the generated 

HTML-code into your website. If you want more information about this step, 

please read the document Share your insights. The result is an interactive 

visualization with applied Storytelling, metadata and snapshots.  

 

View the Final Result 
The figure above are an example of a Vislet that have been constructed using 

Statistics Publisher with a Story created in World eXplorer. The figure has the 

metadata included in the Vislet together with associate snapshots as links in the 

text. Links to the snapshots are also made by referring to the to the snapshot 

boxes inside the Vislet (lower left corner). 
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With metadata inside the Vislet 

 

Figure An example of a final Vislet published on a website. 

  

This was a short guide for you who wanted to learn the basics of Statistics 

Publisher. If you need more information to create a Vislet embedded on your own 

web site telling your own Story, then read the guide Share your insight.  


